LOCAL 2320 BALLOT TALLY CERTIFICATION

Date of Election 11-18-2016  Tally Location NOLES Office 12th Floor New York, NY

The undersigned acted as Election Committee members or Challengers at the tally of the ballots cast in the above-referenced election. We certify that the ballot tally was fairly and accurately conducted, the secrecy of the ballots was maintained, and that the election results were as indicated below.

BALLOT RECAP
Valid Ballots Counted: 344
Totally Void Ballots: 3
Unresolved Challenged Ballots: 0

TOTAL BALLOTS CAST: 347

ELECTION RESULTS

OFFICE    CANDIDATE NAME      NUMBER OF VOTES
---        -------            ------------
TRUSTEE    Vicki Roebuck     262
           David Podell       233
           Denise Macon      130
           Mary Ellen Nose   246
           - Blanks -        26
           - Void -          0

SOUTHWEST VP    Sal Giovanni Solis  18
                Clifton Ransom, Jr  3
                Patricia Richmond  39
                - Blanks -        0
                - Void -          0

NORTHEAST VP    Benjamin Brown  28
                Carolina Africano, Esq. 134
                - Blanks -        2
                - Void -          0

WEST VP        Deborah Herrera  14
               Pete Savino      24
               - Blanks -        0
               - Void -          0

ELECTION COMMITTEE MEMBERS

CHALLENGERS